Galaxy groups, which have hardly been looked at in MOND, afford probing the acceleration discrepancies in regions of system-parameter space that are not accessible in well-studied galactic systems: galaxies, galaxy clusters, and dwarf spheroidal satellites of galaxies. Groups are typically the size of galaxy-cluster cores, but have masses typically only a few times that of a single galaxy. Accelerations in groups get far below those in galaxies, and far below the MOND acceleration. So much so, that many groups might be affected by the external-field effect, which is unique to MOND, due to background accelerations. Here, I analyze the MOND dynamics of 53 galaxy groups, recently catalogued in 3 lists. Their Newtonian, K-band, dynamical M/L ratios are a few tens to several hundreds solar units, with M d /LK = (56, 25, 30) M /L , respectively for the 3 lists; thus evincing very large acceleration discrepancies. I find here that MOND requires dynamical MM /LK values of order 1 M /L , with MM /LK = (0.8, 0.56, 1.0) M /L , for the 3 lists, which are in good agreement with population-synthesis stellar values, and with those found in individual galaxies. MOND thus accounts for the observed dynamics in those groups with baryons alone, and no need for dark matter -an important extension of MOND analysis from galaxies to galactic systems, which, to boot, have characteristic sizes of several hundred Kpc, and accelerations much lower than probed before -only a few percent of MOND's a0. The acceleration discrepancies evinced by these groups thus conform to the deep-MOND prediction: g ≈ (gN a0) 1/2 , down to these very low accelerations (g is the measured, and gN the baryonic, Newtonian acceleration).
INTRODUCTION
Modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND) [1, 2] is an alternative to dark matter striving to account for the acceleration discrepancies in galactic systems, and the Universe at large, by invoking large departures from standard dynamics at low accelerations. MOND -reviewed in Refs. [3, 4] -introduces an acceleration constant, a 0 , below which nonrelativistic dynamics is space-time scale invariant. a 0 appears in many galactic phenomena whence its value has been determined to be a 0 = 1.2 × 10 −8 cm s −2 , with hardy any variation in 30 years, starting with Refs. [5, 6] to the recent Ref. [7] . Intriguingly, this value is near acceleration parameters of cosmological significance, to wit
where H 0 is the present-day value of the Hubble constant, and Λ = (Λ/3) −1/2 is the de Sitter radius corresponding to the observed value of the cosmological constant Λ.
MOND has been extensively studied -arguably quite successfully -in galaxies of all types: discs, ellipticals, and dwarf spheroidal satellites of more massive galaxies. In galaxy clusters, MOND, while it goes some way in mitigating the acceleration discrepancies, still leaves some discrepancy unexplained.
Galaxy groups -comprising a few to ∼ a hundred galaxies -lend themselves less easily to reliable dynamical analysis, both in Newtonian dynamics and in MOND. Unlike galaxies and clusters, groups have rather irregular shapes. This makes it more difficult to ascertain that galaxies in their region of the sky are actually group members and gravitationally bound to it. It also make it more difficult to ensure that the group is in virial equilibrium. Thirdly, the irregular shapes do not justify the assumption of system isotropy, an assumption that is made perforce in a dynamical analysis because at present we can only measure the line-of-sight component of member velocities. In addition, for many groups, the velocities of only a small number of members have been measured, greatly exacerbating the above obstacles.
Nonetheless, it is important to study MOND dynamics in groups. First, because they constitute a different type of galactic systems, with possibly different histories. Secondly, because they probe a region of parameter space hardly accessible in other systems. Studying group dynamics thus enlarges the scope of MOND testing.
For example, the groups studied here have typical baryonic sizes much larger than those of galaxies, but similar to those of cores of galaxy clusters. Their typical baryonic masses are similar to those of (relatively massive) galaxies, and much smaller than those of cluster cores. The characteristic velocities in them, and hence their average gravitational potentials, are also similar to those in galaxies, 1 and much smaller than in cluster cores. Moreover -and as a corollary of the above -many 1 This is a natural consequence of MOND where velocities -and hence gravitational potentials -depend only on the mass, but not on size, in the low-acceleration reghime -a consequence of the scale invariance of the deep-MOND limit. 2 An observation that is important in the context of attempts to impute the remaining MOND discrepancy in clusters to dependence of a0 on the potential [8] [9] [10] .
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groups are characterized by very low accelerations, rather lower than what is probed in galaxies using constituent dynamics -such as rotation curves or velocity dispersions. Only galaxy-galaxy weak lensing has been used to probe MOND to such small accelerations [11, 12] ; but this cannot probe individual systems only statistical properties, i.e., very-large-sample averages.
Internal accelerations in groups reach levels of subpercent to a few percents of a 0 , compared, e.g. with the ∼ 0.1a 0 values reached in galaxies using rotation curves. (And compare, e.g., with Table 1 of Ref. [13] for accelerations in dwarf satellites of Andromeda). Groups thus allow us to probe MOND in range of accelerations little explored previously.
To boot, such small accelerations are already at the level expected to be produced in a random position in the Universe, by large scale structure. This may cause observable effect of the internal MOND dynamics through the so-called external-field effect (EFE), which is unique to MOND due to its nonlinear nature [1] -a subject of importance in its own right.
Still, probably because of the obstacles mentioned above, the issue has not been visited since 2002, when Ref. [14] considered a small sample of 8 relatively nearbye (D ∼ 5 Mpc) groups from Ref. [15] . Most of these groups have dynamical times comparable with the Hubble time; so it is questionable whether they are in virial equilibrium, and four of them had no more than 4 members with measured velocities. Before the advent of Ref. [14] there had not been available for study good enough data for individual groups, and analyses such as in Ref. [16] could analyze only the average properties of a whole sample of not-so-well-defined groups.
Here I take advantage of three rather superior studies of galaxy groups published in recent years, to study MOND dynamics. They present relevant data for groups in the Hercules-Bootes region [17] , The Leo-Cancer region [18] , and the Bootes-strip region [19] . They total 53 groups, not all with satisfactory data (for example there are quite a few groups with no more than 4 members with measured velocities, which are not of much use, except perhaps statistically). But there are also many groups that do afford meaningful analysis. These studies also have the advantage that they give galaxy luminosities in the K photometric band, whch is thought to be a better representative of the stellar masses.
In Sec. II, I explain the theory underlying the MOND analysis, with the various caveats. Section III describes the analysis and results. Section IV is a brief discussion of some additional points.
II. METHOD AND CAVEATS
A general virial theorem for isolated, self-gravitationg systems (ideally of point masses), deep in the MOND regime, was derived in Ref. [20] for modified-gravity MOND theories. It reads (2) where v is the 3-D velocity, v 0 is the center-of-mass velocity, is the mass-weighted average over the constituents, whose masses are m i , t is the long-time average, and M is the total mass. In particular, this MOND relation was known to hold in the special cases of the modifiedPoisson MOND theory [21] , and in Quasilinear MOND [22] . The groups I shall consider here are all very deep in the low-acceleration MOND regime (i.e. with accelerations a 0 ). Relation (2) thus applies in such MOND theories. However, observational limitations force us to use approximations of this relation when applying it to actual systems, as follows: a. Assuming the system to be quasi stationary, we replace the long-time average with the measured present-day value. b. We cannot measure 3-D velocity dispersions, only line-of sight ones. Assuming isotrpoy, we replace the former with √ 3 times the latter. c. Velocity dispersions quoted in the literature are not mass weighted as required in the relation, but based on a limited number of representative members for which line-of-sight velocities are measured and, in the studies we use, are all given equal weight. So we have to make do with these. We thus approximate the left-hand side of relation by 3σ 2 , where σ is the line-of-sight RMS velosity dispersion.
As to the right-hand side, we are not given the individual masses of all the system members. We then have to employ one of several approximations. When all the constituent masses are small compared with the total mass, we can neglect the sum in eq. (2), and write
If the number, N , of constituent masses is not small, but they all have comparable masses m i ≈ M/N , we can write
In the case of one very dominant mass, M , with all the rest consisting of 'test particles', relation (2) reads (v − v 0 ) More generally, it was shown in Ref. [23] that a deep-MOND relation of the form M ≈ 9ασ 4 (Ga 0 ) −1 -with α of order unity, and possibly somewhat system dependent -follows from only the basic tenets of MOND; so it must be approximately correct in any MOND theory.
3
Here I shall use eq.(3) to estimate the MOND masses of the groups, because it gives masses that always fall between those of eq. (5) (larger by a factor 9/4) and eq. (4) (smaller, e.g., by a factor 4 in the case of 4 equal masses).
The number of members with measured velocities may be thought of as one 'quality-control' parameter, to which I will add two others. One is an estimate of the dynamical time, calculated here as the ratio of the harmonic radius, R h to the one-D velocity dispersion, σ -both given in Refs. [17] [18] [19] 
The other parameter to look at is some measure of the internal accelerations in the group η = g/a 0 ≡ 2σ 2 /R h a 0 . When this parameters it very low ( 0.01) we have to worry that our assumption of an isolated system is not valid and that the presence of even the background external field due to large-scale structure renders our estimated baryonyonic MOND masses too small (see Sec. II A).
A. The external-field effect
The EFE [1] is a result of MOND's nonlinearity. In MOND, the internal dynamics of a system (a group in our case) of internal (MOND) acceleration g that is falling in an external gravitational acceleration g ex are affected by the external field when g ex g. There are some anisotropic effects of order unity, but the main effect when g ex g is to render the internal dynamics Newtonian, but with an effective G ≈ Gg ex /g. The effect was discussed in detail in [21, 22] for two specific MOND theories. Over the years it has been put to use in different contexts, e.g., recently, in Ref. [24] (a faint dwarf in the field of the Milky Way), Ref. [13] (dwarf satellites of Andromeda), Ref. [25] (disc galaxies in the fields of nearby bodies), and Ref. [26] (galxies in clusters).
Because the accelerations in the galaxy groups I study here are only up to a few percent of a 0 they may allow us to probe the EFE due even to the 'random' large-scalestructure acceleration field, whose amplitude is expected to be of the order 10 −2 a 0 . This is, e.g., roughly, the MOND acceleration 35 Mpc away from a galaxy cluster of baryonic mass 10 14 M . 10 −2 a 0 is also what is required to accelerate a body to the typical galaxy peculiar velocity of 300km s −1 in the Hubble time. Reckoning without the EFE when it is present -i.e., assuming that the system is isolated when in fact, it falls with an external acceleration larger than the internal one -causes an underestimate of the (baryonic) mass needed to balance inertia. While it is not possible at present to estimate the field around individual groups, we may see the EFE in action through general trends. For example we may find that groups with particularly small internal accelerations will be found to have unusually small baryonic mass-to-light ratios (compared, e.g., with theoretical values).
III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
I use 3 published samples of groups, totaling 53 objects: 17 groups in the Hercules-Bootes region, cataloged in Ref. [17] ; 23 groups in the Leo-Cancer region from Ref. [18] ; and from Ref. [19] , 13 groups in the Bootes-Strip region. Tables I-III show, respectively, group parameters as deduced in the above references. The distance D, the number of members with measured radial velocities, N V -an important quality parameter, the deduced velocity dispersion, σ, the harmonic radius of the group, R h ; and the K-band luminosity of the group, L K . Also, the Newtonian dynamical mass, M d , and the Newtonian dynamical mass-to-light ratio M d /L K . No errors are quoted.
For each group I deduce, and give in the tables, the following quantities: an estimate of 'the MOND velocity dispersion', σ M , deduced by eq. (3), assuming the baryonic mass-to-light ratio is M/L K = 1. Next I give the ratio σ M /σ. I also give the results of the inverse procedure: I use the published σ (uncertain as it must be, especially in cases of a small N V ) to estimate a MOND baryonic mass, M M , from eq. (3), and the associated M M /L K . I also give in the Tables the values of the two other 'quality-control' parameters discussed in Sec. II.
The Tables speak for themselves, and deserve close scrutiny. Following is a summary of the main relevant points:
Refs. [17] [18] [19] are typically several tens solar units -much more than the stellar values expected from stellar-population synthesis models, or from what we observe in individual galaxies, which is ∼ 0.25 − 1 M /L , depending on galaxy type (higher for early types than for late type). This is taken in Newtonian dynamics to bespeak the presence of much dark matter.
2. In contradistinction, the deduced MOND values are much smaller and fall typically between a fraction of and a few solar units, in agreement with prior knowlede on stellar M * /L K values. The MOND values are baryonic, so would include other baryonic components than stars, such as hot or cold gas. These values agree well with MOND values deduced for individual disc galaxies from rotation-curve analysis. For example, Ref. [27] (Fig. 2) and Ref. [3] (Fig. 28) found in this way values of M/L K ∼ 0.25 − 2 M /L , which also agree well with stellar values, and with the trend with galaxy type, obtained in population-synthesis calculations [28] , as compared e.g., in Ref. [3, 29] . So, by and large, MOND accounts for the dynamics within the groups with only baryons as the source of gravity.
3. More quantitatively, for the Hercules-Bootes sample (17 groups), the average 5. A closer look at the results raises the possibility that we are seeing signs of the EFE in action, in that for the groups that pass the first two quality control tests, we still encounter low values of M M /L K correlated with low internal accelerations. For example, in Table I , of the 6 groups with N V > 5, the only one that has a low M M /L K = 0.18 M /L also has g = 4 · 10 −3 a 0 . In Table  II, −3 a 0 , the other 6 having g ≥ 1.5 · 10 −2 a 0 . These indications may be anecdotal at present, but point to a possible, important probe of the background acceleration field and of MOND dynamics.
Some of the above points are more clearly seen in Fig.  1 , which plots the ratio σ M /σ against N V , τ d , and g.
For example, we see in the upper panel of Fig. 1 that, indeed for groups with larger number of observed velocities the agreement with MOND is very good. In the lower panel of Fig. 1 we see that there is a correlation of σ M /σ with g in the sense that is expected from the presence of an EFE with external accelerations of a few percents of a 0 . However, groups with lower g values also tend to have large dynamical times, which may indicate that they are not virialized yet, leading to smaller-thanvirial observed σ values. So, this might be underlying the trend of σ M /σ with g, not the EFE.
IV. DISCUSSION
One may wonder why for the groups with a small number of measured velocities we do not also find many with low σ M /σ values as well as large ones if the departure from MOND is due to systematics. Note, however, that the complex process of selecting 'true' bounded groups in the studies of Refs. [17] [18] [19] select strongly againts 'groups' with high σ values, because of a certain Newtonian 'boundedness' criterion that is applied as a cut. This is particularly true for candidate groups with small number of measured velocities.
Reference [30] studied the MOND dynamics of some groups, as part of a more general study of rich groups and clusters, assuming hydrostatic equilibrium of x-ray emitting hot gas in these systems. They do find reduced, albeit remaining acceleration discrepancies in their groups. When comparing to the MOND success in the analysis here, the possibility arises -discussed in detail in Ref. [31] -that the remaining discrepancies in clusters and rich groups has to do with cluster-specific, yet-undetected baryonic component that is associated with the x-rayemitting, hot gas, as, by and large, such remaining discrepancies even in MOND do not show up in hot-gas-poor systems. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Table I with data from Ref. [18] .
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